
 

 

  
 

 

Diving in the Marine Reserve of Portofino 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Immersion Points 
 
Shrimps Cave ( 44°19′03.06″N 9°08′07.44″E) 
The diving in the Cave of the Shrimps, located on the east side of Punta Chiappa, begins 
at 18 meters on the basis of the mooring buoy. Heading south and slightly to the west, the 
rocky bottom mixed with sea grass, slopes gently up to 22 meters, where it begins a 
beautiful vertical wall that sinks rapidly in blue. Keeping the wall to our right, and bringing 
us to the west, the red coral covers ravines where lobsters, forkbeards and sometimes a 
few dogfish, find shelter.  
 
Isuela Shallow ( 44°19′02.33″N 9°08′06.7″E) 
The path followed is located in the south-west. We descend along the top of the mooring that is 

positioned on top of the reef at a depth of 14 meters. Once on the bottom we head  



 

 

towards the east along a stretch of the large hat. Already here you can meet groupers, 
large amounts of banded bream and snapper especially unmistakable popping up out of 
the blue and then disappear. The plateau of the hat quickly turns into the wall; at this point 
turn towards the outer part of the dry side facing the sea.  
 
Hermit Cave ( 44°19′00.81″N 9°09′00.87″E) 
After passing Punta Bussego towards the east, the rock wall has a crack known as the 
Cave of the Hermit. Despite its name, does not meet any underwater cave, but an 
environment characterized by boulders that provide shelter to several fish and organisms 
that live in the seabed. We will start the dive down along the top of the buoy to 18 meters 
deep finning towards the east, on a backdrop detrital interrupted by large boulders that are 
worth exploring. At a depth of 20 meters meet large blocks of rock drilled at several points 
so as to allow the passage inside. 
 
Small Tower ( 44°18′07.54″N 9°10′00.56″E) 
At the limit of the integral reserve and facing the bay of San Fruttuoso, on the promontory 
of Portofino stands an old tower that gives its name to the dive site. Going down the top 
we find ourselves at a depth of about 17 meters, here keeping the wall on our right is a 
series of large boulders that form hiding the countless moray eels. Arrived at about 22 
meters a small indentation of the coast from the beginning of the great wall that sinks at a 
depth of 35 meters. The countless splits hide beautiful red coral colonies, typical of the 
area, also a dense forest hideout gorgogne offers a large groupers.  
 
Christ of the Abyss ( 44°18′50.54″N 9°10′29.92″E) 
The dive starts inside the bay that is located in the bay of San Fruttuoso and which 
welcomes the statue of the Christ of the Abyss. This bronze statue was placed at a depth 
of 17 meters in 1954. The visit to this site is free and clear, but the approach can only 
occur with rowboats. Keeping the statue to our right, we head towards the wall. Following 
this, the share of about 30 meters meet a deep crack high and full of life. The wall 
continues and where this ends, begins an area of large boulders rich times and 
landscapes. We climb to altitude and begin the return. Once the rocks at about 12 m, we 
find an area with patches of Posidonia is above that of the wall immediately after a saddle 
rich in cracks. Passed this, which offers dens for moray eels and octopus, a few kicks 
separate us from Christ of the Abyss. The small boulders that form the base of the statue 
are rich in wildlife. 
 
Indian Point ( 44°18′07.99″N 9°10′01.8″E) 
he base of the buoy is located 18 meters at a depth of debris, sloping toward the center of 
the bay. Following the slope to reach the base of the wall to forty meters and you start to 
look around the rocky crevices rich red coral and sea fans; the inhabitants are 
characteristic moray eels, scorpion fish, conger eels, lobsters and sea slugs. Reached the 
edge, climb along a channel up to 25 meters. The seabed rich with sea grass rises to 20 
meters. In conditions of good visibility, you can see the transition in the blue of large 
shoals of bream. Around 18 meters, the Posidonia gives way to a carpet of green algae. 
Before rising, you can browse the many boulders that are within 10-15 meters. 
 
Dragoon ( 44°18′06.97″N 9°10′05.45″E) 
The base of the buoy is located 30 meters, or you can go down the wall at a small 
indentation. When you reach the bottom, you will encounter scattered rocks and debris. 
Holding the left wall and explore the numerous ravines that are home lobsters, moray eels 
and even some red coral colonies. On the tip that borders the bay of the dragon the 



 

 

experts can get down to 40 meters where there are scattered blocks covered with red 
gorgonians. Continuing along the wall, beyond the tip, you will encounter a large expanse 
of rocks among which we could see groupers and snappers. Going up to a depth of 15-18 
meters you start the return following the wall until you see, on the right a roof that extends 
diagonally up to 9 m. Continuing we reach a large boulder square that we will use as a 
reference back to the buoy. 
 
Gonzatti’s Shallow ( 44°18′05.3″N 9°10′07″E) 
Just checked our comrade we descend along the overhead that will end at a depth of 
about 8 meters. At this point, we go down between the dry and the wall of the cape holding 
the dry on our right and proceed clockwise. Already at a depth of 12 meters we can admire 
the spectacular dotted nudibranchs as well as some beautiful daisies and, pointing a little 
vision and looking in the nooks can meet and conger eels. At the point where the dry 
begins to move away from the wall of the headland, continue until you come to an area full 
of gorgogne red, at this point we should find about 30 meters. Beginning our ascent along 
the wall we should find our mooring buoy to 10 meters. Allowing air you can wander 
around in the vicinity of the platform and observe the blue you can admire the groupers 
that inhabit that area. At this point we should be to have our 50 bar and therefore we can 
start our ascent, taking care to make a safety stop at 5 meters for 3 minutes. 
 
Lion Head ( 44°18′05.05″N 9°10′09.81″E) 
The base of the buoy is located 18 meters at a depth of debris, sloping toward the center 
of the bay. Following the slope to reach the base of the wall to forty meters and you start to 
look around the rocky crevices rich red coral and sea fans; the inhabitants are 
characteristic moray eels, scorpion fish, conger eels, lobsters and sea slugs. Reached the 
edge, climb along a channel up to 25 meters. The seabed rich with sea grass rises to 20 
meters. In conditions of good visibility, you can see the transition in the blue of large 
shoals of bream. Around 18 meters, the Posidonia gives way to a carpet of green algae. 
Before rising, you can browse the many boulders that are within 10-15 meters. 
 
Diamond Rock ( 44°18′04.87″N 9°11′01.12″E) 
Simple and fun immersion suits all patents and photographers who love macro. Starting 
from the chain mooring buoy, we head to the west. Immediately to a depth of about 25 
meters we find an interesting wall full of red coral where you can meet the lobsters. The 
wall s actually consists of two rocks that are part of a large landslide that characterizes the 
seabed between Punta scrubbing and Lion's Head. This caved part from a few meters and 
arrives at a depth of about 35 meters. Following it to the west we can have fun with the 
flashlight to illuminate crevices, holes, indentations and small caves to discover the diverse 
world that inhabits: moray eels, forkbeards, octopus, squat, porter crabs, groupers and 
more.  
 
The Altar ( 44°18′03.3″N 9°11′08.04″E) 
Just checked our comrade we have two possibilities: the first descend along the overhead 
that will end at a depth of about 15 meters, the atra, weather permitting, is kicking surface 
for 100 meters and get off in the blue where, if visibility permits since the surface there are 
two pinnacles, the quli are located at a depth of approximately 12 nt. At this point, heading 
westward, and retaining wall on our right, we can get down to a depth of 30-35 mt 
ovguardando recommended in the ravines we can see the wonderful lobsters, moray eels 
as well as worms and sea fans. At this point, once achieved our 100 bar will begin our 
ascent along the wall and having at that point the wall on our left we will be taking to the 
dead body of the buoy where will end our dive. 



 

 

 
Vessinaro Point ( 44°18′02.53″N 9°11′09.01″E) 
At the limit of the integral reserve and facing the bay of San Fruttuoso, on the promontory 
of Portofino stands an old tower that gives its name to the dive site. Going down the top 
we find ourselves at a depth of about 17 meters, here keeping the wall on our right is a 
series of large boulders that form hiding the countless moray eels. Arrived at about 22 
meters a small indentation of the coast from the beginning of the great wall that sinks at a 
depth of 35 meters. The countless splits hide beautiful red coral colonies, typical of the 
area, also a dense forest hideout gorgogne offers a large groupers. 
 
Sindaco House ( 44°18′01.78″N 9°12′01.79″E) 
Suited to the more experienced, since the minimum depth at which to fully appreciate this 
dive is around 30 meters. Going down the buoy chain we head towards the west without 
pause until we find the submerged continuation of the mountain where is located the 
house of the mayor. We leave the wall finning to sea (south-west) until you meet, at a 
height of 30 m., A ciliated very large sloping towards greater depths. Here we meet the 
great fans of gorgonians on which you can admire many eggs dogfish. In this area to the 
west, the more experienced can meet about 50 meters a branch of false black coral. 
 
Church of St. George ( 44°18′00.37″N 9°12′06.65″E) 
After descending on the overhead to an altitude of ca. 20 mt we head west across a wide 
slope that starts at an altitude of 35 meters to get to ca. 10 mt. The landslide is 
characterized by large cracks and cavities full of red coral, while on the walls in the current 
meet beautiful branches of red gorgonians. Dating common groupers, moray eels, 
snappers, croakers and conger eels. Going up to a share of 15/18, we return to the east 
using as reference the wall of the headland to our left. Coasting along at a prof. 15 mt 
meet the entry of a large cave whose entrance is partially blocked by a large boulder. The 
cave is characterized by a play of light reaches the surface where there is a siphon. Once 
out of the cave we finish the dive swimming for a few meters to the east up to meet again 
with the mark. 
 
Lighthouse ( 44°18′08.86″N 9°13′01.38″E) 
We begin the descent along the buoy chain, reached the proportion of 18/20 meters we 
head to the east, turning around two large boulders where you used to the presence of 
large groupers sedentary. We swim westward through a scenic passage between two 
rocks about 24 m; continuing in the same direction we cross a large landslide with 
numerous caves and ravines rich coral red that continues for a long stretch where there 
are frequent encounters with moray eels, conger eels, groupers, shoals of bream and 
croakers. Going high returns to the east, along a plateau of rock between 12 and 18 
meters, up to the tip, where a ridge descends sharply towards the bottom and where you 
can see examples of large sea fans.  

 
 

Wrecks 
 
Mohawk Deer  
Going down the chain mooring buoy up to -17 meters, turning his back to the coast and 
heading to the right you will meet the bow of the wreck. We head, passing over indoor, 
towards the rear of the ship where it is truncated at -40 meters. Armed with torches, you 
can enter in the holds. Doing the utmost attention, we will find a series of drawers made a 
dwelling for sponges, scorpion fish and worms, at an altitude of -27 meters we find 



 

 

ourselves again outside near the bow. By browsing under the sheets we can find moray 
eels, scorpion fish and croakers. Perlustriamo the surrounding area where we will surely 
find some groupers before finishing the dive. 
 
Armed Cargo  
Off Punta pedal, not far from the port of Santa Margherita Ligure, 35 meters deep lies the 
wreck of a landing craft, used during World War II for the transport of materials between 
the resorts of the Gulf of Tigullio and probably sunk later an air raid. Despite a big hole in 
the middle, the hull is intact in its entire length but is upside down, not allowing any type of 
reliable penetration, however it is interesting to see the three propellers, the stern, the 
anchors, the singular bow from landing craft and the strange planing hull. Along the sides, 
the deck upside creates artificial roofs where they find shelter lobsters, lobsters and 
congers. 
 
Bettolina 
Barge freight sunk during the 2nd World War, when it was struck off the Bay of Silence in 
Sestri Levante, was carrying bags of cement, the holds open air are still full and there lurk 
octopus and moray eels, worms and other worms. A structure located between the two 
holds, home to the swinging support which supported the anti-aircraft machine gun, 
unfortunately stolen along with that stern, today there are only ammunition scattered 
around. 
 
KT 
The "KT" is an anti-Hunting submarines model UJ 2216 sunk in September 1944. 
The wreck lies at a depth of 53metri. The ship was originally called Eros and it was a 
beautiful yacht belonging to a French nobleman, Baron Henri de Rothschild. The first 
missions entrusted to this prestigious yachts were mostly diplomatic but later we made 
several changes in order to turn it into a U-Jager (hunter submarines). 
 
Genova  
The steamer Genoa was torpedoed by a German submarine. The holds, full of guns and 
other weapons, were emptied by a specialist in the recovery after the sinking, because at 
the time the controversy raged for not towed the ship remained afloat for 8 hours, in the 
nearby port of S. Margherita. The wreck lies in sailing trim on the muddy bottom at -60 m. 
in the bay in front of Paraggi. The hull, covered with nets, lines and peaks, must be visited 
by experienced divers, because the visibility is often limited and the currents are strong. 
 
M/C Haven 
It was April 1991 when he broke the 'hell on board the M / C Haven. One of the largest 
tankers in circulation at that time for the seas of the world. Had unloaded part of the cargo 
to Multedo and gone at anchor in Arenzano to wait for the opportune moment to download 
the rest. As is well known, the price of the load was fixed at the time of the discharge as a 
function of the cost of a barrel of oil, that's' cause they used to download some of the load 
at a time. 
 
 

   


